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Wow! It’s been five days since the last Journal; the longest time period between them so 
far. The reason for this respite is that Nicos, Val, and I moved out to Camp Cornerstone 
on Friday the 9 April. Things have been moving quickly these past few days and there 
has been little time available for blogging.

The 11th was a big day for people movements. I can’t recall all of the changes, but in 
addition to my group moving to the remote camp, the Main Camp also said goodbye to 
Chris Kaminski, Gina Millar, Janice Lang, Ed Struzik. Sean Spears also left for a short 
stay in Resolute, while Jacob Verhoef and another reporter (who I didn’t meet) joined the 
Main Camp.

The remote camp is a lot bigger than I expected. There are eight tents here. We have an 
AUV tent, which is much smaller than the one at the Main Camp. There is a workshop 
tent that also provides a double toilet and washing area. The rest of the camp comprises a 
kitchen tent, the Office Tent, two Octagon (or Polar Chief) tents (one for a female helo 
pilot and the other for AJ the cook), and our 16x24 accommodations and lab. 

Camp Cornerstone viewed from a helicopter.

We were greeted by Mike Gorveatt, the Camp Manager, AJ Taylor, our cook, Dan 
Graham, and Al Tremblay. Both the latter two people are from DRDC Atlantic and are 
very well known to us. Dan and Al have been supplying the labour to setup and run the 
camp. They were assisted by two fellows from Discovery Mining, but they had left the 
camp on another flight earlier in the day so we didn’t get a chance to wish them a good 



trip. The guys at the remote camp have done a remarkable job! They disassembled the 
original remote camp and moved it to the present location in record time. The remote 
camp is not lacking in comforts either! 

The camp is sitting on a hunk of relatively flat-surfaced 2nd-to-multiyear ice beside a 
convenient refrozen lead that forms a natural 700-m long ski-way for the aircraft. The ice 
in the camp area is a good 10-ft thick, while the ice in the refrozen lead is about 5-ft 
thick.  The entire area is otherwise a rubble field of crushed ice, thick chunks too small to 
call a pan, and refrozen patches. The snow cover varies from nothing to several feet.

We arrived in the camp just in time for supper. There was just time for a quick intro to 
the camp by Mike Gorveatt and to quickly spread out our beds and gear and then we were 
into the first of a series of splendid meals a lá AJ.

Dinner time at Camp Cornerstone. Clockwise from the left are Mike Gorveatt, Dan  
Graham, Al Tremblay, Nicos Pelavas, Val Shepeta, and AJ Taylor.

After dinner we wasted no time in getting set up. The Main Camp was waiting for the 
modems to be in place before they could launch the AUV on what we hope will be an 
historic AUV voyage under the ice.

One of the first jobs was to figure out where we were going to put the modems. 
Remember, there are no maps. This land is temporary! And, what a rough and 



mountainous region it is. While Val and Nicos were busy with the modems and other 
gear. I set out on a skidoo with a GPS to outline the region of the camp that was flat. This 
operation only took a few minutes and Nicos and I downloaded the GPS into a mapping 
program immediately on my return. It was while doing this that we noticed a number of 
bad points at the end of my track. It took us a few minutes to realize that we were 
moving! Those points weren’t bad! The ice was under full sail! There is absolutely no 
sensation of motion, but we are moving in an erratic course generally heading east. We 
knew all along that we were on a large piece of drifting ice, but seeing the motion on the 
GPS, while we were downloading it came as a bit of a shock. It was also a shock to see 
how small the flat, thin ice area was. 

Rising sun over Camp Cornerstone. The sun dogs (rainbow-like bright spots) were  
strong this morning. One can be seen beside the tent. They are the result of light  

shining through ice crystals in the atmosphere.

The realization that everything we normally do to lay out an experiment was not quite 
going to work certainly raised the difficultly level. Within two hours we had actually 
drifted completely away from the 700-m long absolute location we were at when I used 
the GPS to outline the area. Fortunately, everything around us is moving with us, but all 
of our GPS waypoints are continuously moving away from the actual camp area. The 
waypoints are relative to the more or less fixed surface of the earth, while our camp is 
like a large ship that moves in every direction and rotates randomly.



We set up a laptop and GPS to continuously record the motion of the ice. We need this 
continuous record to figure out the absolute positions for the modems that we need to 
layout out around the camp. One slight problem is that with just one GPS recording we 
don’t know if we are rotating. We need at least two GPS recording points to determine if 
there is a rotation.

Considering the difficulties of doing survey work without a transit or geodimeter and 
using only GPS to locate the correct points on an erratic platform with unknown rotation 
and where most of the flat spots are thick old ice and the rest appears to mountainous 
ridges or rubble, we went to bed that night wondering if we would be able to actually put 
the modems in the water in a reasonable pattern.

Saturday morning (10 Apr) Val worked on setting up the modems, Freewaves, and GPS 
gear, while Nicos and I went exploring on the skidoos. Our job was to find locations in 
the right spots where the ice would be thin enough to drill a hole easily.

It was a good thing I spent a lot of time with Ron Verrall in the past. He showed me how 
to find a path through ridges and rubble and how to look for thin ice where you wouldn’t 
expect to find any. At the end of the day, Nicos and I had located four spots for the 
modems that were reasonably close to the ideal locations. We drilled test holes and found 
5-6 feet of ice at each location, while all around the ice was 10 feet and more. This was 
no mean feat considering that the wind was blowing, the light was dead flat, and it was 
just as well that we had skidoos to ride because it was hard enough to walk through the 
camp without tripping on ice chunks that you just couldn’t see.

While we were doing this survey work, Val got four modems and radio/gps systems 
running. After supper on the first day we deployed a modem at the easiest to reach 
location and successfully tested it with a second modem in the hole at the AUV tent.

The next day was Sunday, 11 April and 
our task was to deploy those modems as 
fast as possible. By the end of the day 
we had five modems in the water and 
operating. The sixth modem and the 
spare were both giving us problems and 
we didn’t have the sixth GPS unit with 
us. It had been left at the Main Camp. 
We had requested it, but as far as we 
knew, the GPS and some cables and 
RS232/422 interfaces we had also 
requested had not been delivered. Of 
course, it turned out that they had been 
sent, but were in a box where we never 
thought to look in.

Val and Nicos deploying modems in the  
rough ice.



With the five modems deployed and the Freewave base station set up we were finally in a 
position to properly check our deployment efforts and see if we had achieved the pattern 
desired. Remember, all the time we were doing this we were drifting. The camp has 
drifted in a complex pattern eastward and the practical realities were that a GPS location 
laid out one day was kilometers behind the next. Even in the time it took us to drive on a 
skidoo to a potential deployment spot we had often moved on the order of 200 m. Once a 
likely spot had been located we then had to spend time finding a location with ice thin 
enough to drill through. Sometimes we had to move a considerable distance from the 
ideal pattern spot to find thin ice. The ice thickness can only be confirmed by actually 
drilling through it. After a hole was drilled we then had to ensure that the ice wasn’t 
rafted over another sheet of ice beneath (I’ve actually had this happen in a past Arctic 
trip). We do this by lowering a weight on a string for 30 to 50 ft. If the weight doesn’t hit 
anything – there’s nothing but water beneath us. We have also been rotating, but 
fortunately only small amounts. All of this made finding six points on a perfect circle 
pretty much an impossibility. Fortunately, we just had to come close.

We thought we had done 
pretty well with the modem 
layout, but it was difficult to 
be sure. The picture at left is 
a map of the result of our 
efforts. The blue points are 
the projected waypoints 
compensating for motion 
over a period of nearly three 
days. The points were spread 
over a 10-km range, but after 
projection they form up 
nicely. You’ll notice that 
with the exception of the one 
missing modem in the 
southeast, the blue points fit 
quite nicely on a circle. The 
minor variations are from 
hunting for a thin ice location 
and from slight rotations over 
time.

Just to be sure we also have GPS receivers installed at each of the deployed modems. 
These GPS units are coupled to Freewave data radios that transmit the location of the 
modem and data from the modems back to the camp. We have plotted the modem 
locations as yellow points in the figure. You’ll notice that they make the same shape, but 
they are translated up and to the right in the figure. The reason for the translation is that 
both sets of position measurements are for particular times and I’ve purposely made them 
slightly different times so you can see the problem we have with things moving. In this 



case the ice is drifting to the northeast and therefore the GPS locations are northeast of 
the projected locations, which are for a time about 1 hr earlier.

The reason that I’ve expounded at length about the ice movement in this Journal is now 
that we are here the reality of the difficulty of what we are attempting has really hit home. 
We are trying to hit a tiny circle at the end of an over 300-km long transit with a vehicle 
that has to figure out where to go on its own. We don’t even know with certainty where 
we will be when the vehicle is nearing the end of the journey. 

That’s all for now!
Garry J. Heard
garry.heard@accesswave.ca
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